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Men, Jaz~, and, Haiti Highl.ight Weekend
Dorati Leads
Minneapolis
Here Tonight

CC Dance School Music Series
To Feature Class To Terminate
By Martha Graham W~th Quartet

The Minneapolis Symphony OrPlans for the faculty for the
chestra, Antal Dorati conducting, seventh season of the Connectiwill be the Connecticut College cut College School of the Dance
12 through
Concert Series presentation to. in New London-July
August 22-have
just been an-.
night at
8:30 in Palmer Audi- nounced.
Returning for their sev-

torium.

enth summer of teaching at the
The orchestra was founded in School will be Doris Humphrey,
1903 by Emil Oberhoffer, who felt Jose Limon, Louis Horst, and
t hat
music-loving
Minneapolis
Hazel Johnson. After an absence
ought to have a permanent Of- of five years, valerie Bettis, curchestral group. From then on the rently in Hollywood choreographMinneapolis orchestra developed ing a film for MGM, will again be
into a renowned
group which on the school faculty. Martha Graplays all over the world.
ham will teach a week of master
classes. Margaret Dietz, a memAntal Doratl
.
ber of the Mary Wigman School
The present conductor, Antal
Dorati, is a native of Budapest. In in Berlin, and at present on the
its Academy of Music Mr. Dorati dance staff of the University of
was the youngest person ever to lllinois, will return to ConnectiCollege for her second sumreceive a degree. At 18 he con- cut
mer of teaching Mary Wigman
ducted in the Royal Opera House technique. Norman Lloyd of the
of Budapest and later went on to
conduct many of the great sym- Juilliard School of Music, and his
wife, Ruth Lloyd of Sarah Lawphony orchestras of the world.
renee College, are also returning
Tonight's program opens with to
teach at the school this sumthe Overture of Egmont, Opus 84, mer. Other members of the faculby LUdwig von Beethoven.
The ty include Pauline Koner, Lucas
overture depicts the fight over the Hoving. Ruth Ferguson,
TheeNetherlands
in the 1600's. This dora Wiesner, and Helen Priest
number will be followed by Sym- Rogers.
phony No.7, Opus 131, by Serge
Plans include, the dance techProkokieff, written in 1952. Ac- niques of the various teaching
cording to Pravda, it is meant "to artists, and expanded offerings on
create in music a picture of bright Dance Composition, Labanotation,
youth in answer to the call of the Methods and Materials, Music for
party composers-to
create beau- Dance, and Stagecraft.
tiful, delicate music able to satThe second Refresher
Course
isfy the aesthetic demands of the
(August 8
Soviet people." Symphony No.1, for Dance Educators
in C minor, Opus 68, by Johannes through August 22) will be given
Brahms, written in answer to the under the direction of Delia Huschallenge of Beethoven's
Ninth sey and Ruth L. Murray.
Symphony. will end the program.

Monday Assembly
Mrs. Loretta Noonan, policewoman
from
the New
London police department,
will be the speaker at the
Monday assembly, on February 22 at 10:05 .a.m. in Palmer Auditorium.

Government Seeks
Seniors for Jobs
Representatives
of the National Security Agency are scheduled
to visit the campus to interview
qualified students for permanent
career positions. No civil service
status is required, and the jobs
are located in the metropolitan
area of Washington, D. C.
Mr. Richard
Simler
and Lt.
Clinton Nangle representing
the
agency, will conduct the interviews in the Personnel Bureau on
February 23. Additional information may be obtained from Miss
Alice L. Ramsay, Personnel Directqr.
I
Mathematics majors
and language students (particularly Slavic, Germanic, Near, Far and Middle Eastern)
will be. considered
for professional and trainee- professional positions with starting
salaries ranging from $3410 to
$5060 per anuum.
Analytic
aide vacancies
are
available for students with a liberal
arts
degree,
particularly
those who have an interest in language, mathematics, statistics, or
the physical sciences.

February 23, at 8:30 p.m., the
Connecticut
College Music Department will present the last of
the Chamber Music Series far the
year. This final program is a concert by the Hungarian
String
Quartet. The musicians are: 201ton Szekely, .first violin; Alexandre Moskowsky, second violin;
Denes Korornzay, viola, and Vilmos Palotaf, cello. Although the
members of the group are Hungarian by birth, in the past years
they have made their home in the
United States. Caught in Holland
at the out-break of the Second
World War, the quartet
was
forced by the Germans to remain
there. While suffering hardships
at the hands of the Nazis, they
were allowed time to practice.
During this period they reviewed
the complete quartets of Beethoven, After the war. the Quartet
again began tours, and concerts,
and settled in this country.
Concert Program'

Their concert program here will
include: Quartet in B flat minor
K.458· (The Hunt)
by Mozart,
Bartok's Quartet number 2, and
the Beethoven
Quartet
in C
sharp minor. Several members of
the Quartet knew Bartok personally, have given first performances of several of his works, and
are certainly
qualified to interpret his Quartet. The Beethoven
Quarter the group is playing, is
one of the composer's later works,
and perhaps one of his greatest.
TQis concert gives every evidence of being an enjoyable
evening,
and opportunity
definitely not to be overlooked.
Tickets are available for $1.50
At the opening assembly for at Holmes Hall. or by placing ordSecond Semester President Park ers in Mr. Quimby's postoffice
announced the names
of those box.
girls who were awarded academic
hono~s for the first semester of
this college year. UppercIassrpen
must have an academic average
of 3.30 or higher, while freshmen
Two national scholarships for
must have 3.15. Seniors who are
candidates for Honors and, who college senior girls are again ofare preparing an Honcrs'" paper fered for 1945·1955 by the Katherdo not receive grades at this time, ine Gibbs Schools. These awards
originally
established
in
and therefore their names are not were
included on this list. A total of 1935 and are in memory of Mrs.
forty-eight girls were named to Katherine M. Gibbs, founder and
first president of the School.
the Honors List.
Each scholarship consists of full
Members of the class of 1954
are: Joan Abbett, Leila Anderson, tuition ($620) for the secretarial
Jean Briggs, Janet Fenn, Margar- training course, plus an additional
et King, Arless Leve, Ellen Moore, cash award of $500, totalling
Nancy Powell, Suzanne Robb, $1,120. The winners may select
Caroline Robertson,
Ann Stros- any one of the five Gibbs schools
Chicaberg, Marilyn Thornton, Joanne for their training-Boston,
go, New York, Montclair, ProviWilliams, and Leona Zeichner.
dence.
Those from the class of 1955
Winners
are chosen by the
are: Elizabeth Butler, Ann Fish- Scholarship
Committee
on the
man, Joan Flaherty, Jane Gras- basis of college academic record,
feld, Jane Lyon, Mary Moore,
personal and character qualificaJoan Parsells,
Claudette
Ram- tions, and potentialities for sucstein, Harriet
Ryberg,
Beverly
cess in business.
Tasko, Constance Weymouth, and
Each college or unlverslty may
Mona Wilson.
recommend
one candidate, and
Sophomores
on the list are: each candidate must have this ofBar~ara Abrash, Sarah Bartlett, ficial endorsement. Students who
Nellie Beetham, Anne Browning, may be interested in trying for
Nancy Cedar, Nancy Grant, Joyce one of these Katharine
Gibbs
Gurian, Irma
Levine, Andorah awards may obtain full informaMorrison, Esther
Pickard,
Ora tion from the Dean or the personSee "Honors L1st"-Page 4 nel office.

Honors List Shows
Forty-eight Girls
Attain. Top Grades

Katy Gibbs Offers
Scholastic Awards

Mid-Winter Formal Promises
Fun, Novelties, for Everyone
C~llege Vocalists
To Sing for Aid
Of Rec Building
As part of Mid-Winter Formal
Weekend, the Student Alumnae
Building Fund Committee is sponsoring a Song Fest, to be held
Sunday afternoon,
February 21,
at 2:30 in Palmer Auditorium.
Singing groups from nine colleges other than Connecticut will
attend. A word of thanks should
be extended to these groups, who
are coming at their own expense
and out of the kindness of their
hearts. The groups participating
in the Fest will be; the Amherst
D. G.'s, the Trinity Pipe's, the
Wesleyan Jibers, the Columbia
King's Men, the Wheaton Wheatones, Wellesley's
College Widows, the Bradford Tabooz, Smith's
Smiffenpoofs, the Yale Augmented Seven, the Yale Spizzwinks,
the ConnChords, and the Shwiffs.
Proceeds to S. A. C.
The proceeds from the Song
Fest will go toward the Student
Alumnae BUilding Fund. It" is
open to the public; the tickets are
60c per person and have been on
sale since Monday. Tickets may
also be purchased at the door on
Sunday, or are included in the
bargain ticket. Be sure to get
your tickets early, as this year's
Song Fest will be the best ever
held at Connecticut.

Ralph Stewart Voodoo
To Echo in Knowlton
During Intermission
On next weekend, February 19
through 21, Service League will
sponsor Mid-Winter Formal Weekend, the only all-college weekend
of the school year. saturday
arternoon will welcome in the festivities with a dixieland band concert which will be held in wtndham from 2:00 to 4:00. This concert, featuring the Spring Street
Stompers from Williams, will be
open to everyone, with or without
dates.

VoodooFeatured
Saturday evening, an invitation
is extended to attend a "Heyday
in Haiti" in Knowlton Salon, with
dancing to the music of Ralph
Stewart and his orchestra. This
dance will last from 8:00 to 12:00
p.m. The band has performed on
campus eleven times before, but
this will be the first time that
Ralph Stuart has appeared in person to direct the five-piece group.
The largest and most important
fea ture of the evening will be the
"Voodoo Act" that Ralph Stuart
will direct during the intermission. He obtained his idea from
Haiti and adapted it for his own
use. Everyone at the dance will be
an active participant in the haunting and weird voodoo rhythms.
Each person will beat time with
miniature
voodoo
sticks
in
rhythm to the bongo drums.
On Sunday afternoon, the tra-

Mid-Winter Calendar
Saturday,

February

20

Dixieland Concert

.......
-..._... Windham,

Mid-Winter Formal

Knowlton

••

Sunday; February
Song Fest

2:00 p.m.

Salon, 8 :00 p.m.

21
__

Reoenend I. Hayes
To Preach Sunday
The Rt. Rev. Msgr. John H.
Hayes,
priest
of St. Mary's
Church, Stamford, Conn., will be
the speaker at Harkness Chapel
on Sunday at 7 p.m. A native of
Rhode Island, Msgr. Hayes attended
St. Thomas
Seminary,
in Rochester. Ordained in 1931, he
was appointed assistant at various churches in the diocese of
Hartiord. He later attended the
Catholic University in Washington for graduate study. In 1945
he was appointed
official and
Chancellor of the Diocese of Hartford, and shortly thereafter
Domestic Prelate and Diocesan Consultor. Msgr. Hayes is a well
known lecturer and has spoken at
the College on previous occasions.
The choir of St. Mary's Church,
New London. under the direction
of John J. McCorthy, will be present on this occasion. and will
sing liturgical music.

.......
_ AuditoIium,

2 :30 p.m.

ditional annual song fest will be
held in the Auditorium. The proceeds from the sale of tickets will
go toward the fund for the future
Student - Alumnae Center. The
purpose of the fest is to further
a cooperative interest among informal college singing groups for
the entertainment
of the other
members of the college community.
Ticl.ets
Tickets will be on sale Monday
morning and will be sold everyday until Thursday from 9:00 to
4:00 with the exception of 12:00·
1:00. The bargain ticket will be
$6.00 per couple. The dance alone
is $4.00. The tickets for the Jazz
Conc~rt are $.75 and the Song
Fest IS $_60. The last two tickets
will be sold at the doors. Everyone is welcome.
The three committees are composed of the members of Service
League and the social chairman
of each dormitory and class. The
committee for decorations, headSee "Mld·W1nler"-Page
8
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Presentation of Tragic Work
Silent But Serious Students
Show Lack of Active Thouulu. Gains Applause From Critic
by Mary Both

The WorlJ s Burden

The French version of a Greek

In a recent article in the magazine section of the Neio York
Times, Gladdis Smith, editor-of the Yale Daily Neurs, characterized the present college generation as carrying the weight
of the world on its shoulders. To the average college student
today th e pro b Iems 0 f t h e world are his problems and thus he
has a more serious attitude toward his work than did the
student of his father's generation. In an article of this sort
there is a happy note in that the student is seeing the wider
implications of his book. knowledge. In this characterization,
however, there is to be found a sad note too. From our observation of the college student of today, supposedly a ware
of the world about him, we find him sitting back passively,
content merely to have this insight of the world's problems or
perhaps just suffering in silence.
Look around the campus at Connecticut. We can begin
right here by examining our school newspaper. Have you
seen any student opinions on any nation wide or world wide
affairs? Have you-seen any student written political column?
In recent months the answer unfortunately is no. In looking
back through the issues of the same paper in past years, however, we find that the paper was full of spirited controversies
on many topics deserving attention. What is wrong with the
student of today? Is he content merely to carry the problems
of the world on his shoulders in silence?
Why don't we challenge anything? Certainly our teachers
give us enough opportunity and information to do so. We
hope that the lack of interest reflected by the decrease. of
student opmion expressed in our newspaper IS not carried
over to our tests and papers, because paSSIVIsmcan only too
easily result in merely writing down what we have learned
painlessly through rote memory rather than by an active
attempt to think. We hope that the faculty has been more
successful in arising an active interest in any thing than has
been the efforts of the News Staff.
.
...
.
t
As bad as could be this passivism m the academic aspec
of our liv~s, it unfortunately
does not end there. It is. be!ng
reflected m almost everything we ?O fr?m the unthinking
way we crowd mto the post office ignormg all sugg.eshons
for gettmg out mall in a more organized way to leavmg the
lights blazing in our rooms when we go to dinner. Our unthouhtfulness in these seemingly small and trivial matters
could very easily be but ramification of
general attitude
of passiveness. If, however, we seem to be carrying the problems of the world on our shoulders as those characterizing
our generation claim, we should not be passive about it. The
only consoling thought in this apparent passivism on the part
of the student is that it may be from their absorption with
important problems which they someday may do something
about. We hope it is not from laziness ..-NEG

was obviously the most difficult
with which to work but she did
not stretch the gamut ot emotion
very far.
Naomi Blickstein as Theseus
seemed to have a similar problem
with her voice. She failed to use
her body to carry off her excellent interpretation of the lines. As
the grieving father at the close
of the play, she was most satisfying.
In the supporting role of Oenone, the nurse, Janet Torpey did
a superb job. Also, Joan Painton
should be mentioned for her profound delivery of the death report

myth was on View Wednesday
evening, January 13, in the Palmer Auditorium. Racine's Phaedra,
produced by the Play Production
Class and directed by Miss Hazelwoodwas well-received by both
the audience and this critic.
Cast Shows Perception
The undertaking was a difficult
one; the speeches were long and
often beyond the reach of the
cast. However, it was carried off
with both feeling and understanding. It was almost as if each
of the cast felt the obstacle and of Hippolytus.
was challenged by the difficulty
The scenery, under the
of overcoming it.

February

17, 1954

Free Speech
A Forum of Opinion from
On and Off the campus
The opinion. expressed in thlll
column do not necessarily reDeet
those of the edJtors.

,

Merci Beaucoup

Dear Editor:
During the Community Fund
campaign last fall, I found that
much 01. the student body was ignorant of the services performed
by the Community Fund and Services. An effort to bring these services closer to the campus community, faculty members spoke
in each dormitory. I feel the need
for a realization of the gratitude
felt by individuals who are contacted through,these services. For
this reason, I am enclosing a letdirec- ter sent to Miss Burdett from a
Phyllis Shoemaker. as the frail tion of Jacqueline .Ganem, was French child, age ten years. The
10 v e, Aricia, of Hip pol Y t u s~ appropriate and imaginative. The college has been helping this famseemed to arrive at the most sue- lighting was not used to its full- ily since 1946. When one concessful interpretation in the cast. est effect but the costumes, di- siders the ease with which this ~
Although her part did not entail rected by Mary Leonard, were ex- child writes in a language foreign to her, one cannot help feel
the degree of .difficultythat some tremely complimentary.
admiration. The letter is as folAs
a
production,
Phaedra,
was
of the others did, it could have
lows:
a
little
more
than
just
an
enjoyeasily been overdone. This it able evening. It was worked out
Dear God-mother,
most certainly was not.
well and was a fine job on a diffi- I know now enough English to
Robertson Effective as
cult piece. It was very fast mov- write (with many of mistakes!!!)
Hyppolytus
'
ing, and held its audience well; in order to thank you myself.
I know not litter you the sinPhyllis complemented the love. it even wrung quite a bit of emIy performance of Mary Alice pathy from this writer, especial- cerity of my gratitude: I am
Robertson as Hippolytus, the In- ly in the scenes between Phaedra boarder in the Lycee de Jeunes
nocent stepson. Mar tackled the and Hippolytus and between Hip- Filles de Perigue.
Owing to your help, I am dress
male part with just enough fury polytus and Theseus.
as well as my fellows yet richer
to make her the strong, irate ~an
than me, though seven of my
that sheneeded to be. Especially
brothers are also studing in Lyoutstandmg m the portraral were
cees, colleges, and Ecoles Forher body movements WhIChwere
extremely masculine
males.
But beyond this materiels conOvercoming a voIce disadvan- Th\U'Sday,February 18
siderations, how glad I am to see
tage, Bonnie Van Dyke brought
Miss Tuve
.
that you are interested by the
a convincing Phaedra to the Friday, February 19
little stranger I am yet to you!
stage. Her accent and tone quali- Organ Meditation
I prepare for next year my
ty being particularly unfit for the Tuesday, February 23
exam: Brevet d'Etudes, and I am
role, she made up for it with Liz Peer '57
very proud of said you: Since
?raceful movement and convmc- Wednesday, February 24
three years I am in the Lycee, I
N eddy Goodnow '57
mg facial expression. Her part
am always first of my class, and
-'-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
Prix d'Excellence.
rHow I said you, seven of my
nine sisters and brothers are folCalendar
lowing their studies: Clara preWednesday, February 17
pares Ecole Normale Superieure
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
Auditorium, 8 :30 p.m.
de Fontenay aux Roses; Serge is
Poetry Reading:
in the Ecole Normale of InstituMr. Baird
_~
Palmer Room, Library, 7 :00 p.m.
teurs a la Rochelle, Jacqueline
Saturday, February 20
study for his baccaulaureat, JeanDixieland Concert
_
Windham, 2:00 p.m ,
Pierre et Jean-Claude are one in
Mid-Winter Formal
Knowlton Salon, 8:00 p.m.
a Iycee of Aix-en-Provence, and
Sunday, February 21
Jean-Claude in the Lycee of PerSong Fest.
_._
_ Auditorium, 2:30 p.m.
igueux, both in the second form
Awards Committee, Newsweek
Tuesday, February 23
where they study to pass the bacMagazine, 152 West 42 Street,
Hungarian String Quartet
...Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
calaureat next year, and at last
New York, N. Y., on or before
See "Free Speechv-e-Pege -4
April I, 1954. The stories will be
judged on the basis of general
excellence by an Awards Committee comprised of Ted Collins, Internation Forum moderator; Theodore F. Mueller, Newsweek publisher; Henry T. Heald, ChancelThe Italian Club will meet for
lor of New York University; a special meeting on Thursday.
Established 1916
Sarah Blanding, President of Vas- February 18, at 7:00 p.m. at the
sar College; and Fred Hechinger, home of the club's faculty advisPubl1shed..by the students ot Connecticut College every Wednesday
Education Editor of the N. Y. Her· er, Miss Marian Monaco. The pur- throughout the college year trom September to June. except during mid-years
pose of -the meeting will be to and vacatlona.
aId-Tribune.
Winners will be notified in May, meet and talk with three guests,
Entered. as second-class matter August 5, 1919. at the Post OtDce at New
and their names will be an- children aged, six. twelve and London, Connecticut. under the act ot March 3. 1879.
nounced on the International For- fourteen. who recently came to r-----;----------,--------------,
this country from Le Marche in
um program.
1I1:~"I:.I:"Tl:a
'011 NATIONAL ACY1:Jff'.lN,G .y
For further infonnation, see at- Italy. The children are now living
Member
in New London and attending
tached brochure.
NationalAdvertisingSel'Yice, Inc. A880ciated Collegiate Pre8S
American schools. Special reCDJJet'P"flIUMn lfe/W.u.,ativ,
420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
freshments are planned to add to
Intercollegiate Press
CIt'c .....O • BOSTOIl'
Los A .... ILIS • S..." FR...IlCIICO
the treat.

~baptl

a

Newsweek Magazine Offers Positions
At Full Salary for Contest Awards
Student

awards

consisting

of

summer employment on the editorial staff of Newsweek
Magazine at full salary will be of-

fered to the winners of the magazine's recently announced news
story writing contest. They will
be given to the three college newspaper- editors or reporters who
submit the best stories concerning some phase of the Interna-

tional Forum program, a weekly
feature

of

the

NBC-TV

Kate

Smith Hour. Winners, in addition
to obtaining actual working experience on a major news magazine, will receive traveling expenses to and from New York.
A copy of the college newspaper in which the submitted story
,appeared must be sent to The

Group to Welcome
Foreign Children

New Series 01 Programs
Started by Connecticut
College Campus Station
tStation WCNI, the campus sta·
tion, initiates a new series of programs Thursday of each week at
6:45 p.m. The series will include
the playing 01. twelve programs
chosen from the Connecticut College Conversations
on which Robert Strider acts as host, and ten
from the College Student Hour
heard regulatly each week on
the New London and Norwich
stations. Tune in this week for:
Where Did You Work and

"c..ae,e "

me"

G

broadening e"perle"""."

Why? and Statehood for Hawall
with Mr. Strider and Mrs. Ruby
Morris.
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Vivacious Dottie Rugg Puts
Finger in Many Campus Pies
That green and white streak ground instructor
must be Dottie Rugg wrapped

in

Personnel Bureau;
Senior Interviews
Greenfield.
Plan Future Jobs
Her future

in This work ties in with her Child

Special Problems
Too Good to
True, a play by
George Bernard Shaw, has been Of College Women
chosen by Wig and Candle to
their Spring Production. Tryouts
Highlight Speech
for the parts
this play will
Wig and Candle
Be

be

in
be
her Dartmouth scarf, wearing a Development major.
Seniors dressed in city clothes held on February 23 at 4:30 p.m.
Mrs. Cronkite was the first
fast cap with pom-poms, and hopes are to teach nursery school.
are not off for the weekend as one in the Auditorium, room 202, and
sporting a Delta Tau Delta h-ater- Social Organizer
speaker
for Freshman-S 0 p h 0nity pin. It you ask her if she
On campus Dottie has been ac- might suppose, but very likely at 7:00 p.m. in Fanning 101.
more week on Tuesday,
Febare
on
their
way
to
the
Personnel
tive in many social activities. She
Bureau for a job interview with
ruary 9. Mrs. Cronkhite, who is
was Social Chairman for North
an employer. Last week all those
the dean of the graduate school
her freshman year. As Social
at Radcliffe, listed three goals
Chairman of the Sophomore interested in working at Harvard
came to talk to Miss Carolyn
Class, Dottie headed Soph Hop,
which she believed to be the rnaThanisch and Miss Mary Willett
. ...4. which was an enormous success. of the Harvard Personnel Office.
jor ones of a college education.
.~ She is now Social Chairman of
On
Tuesday,
February
16,
Mr.
She Ielt that coliege IUe prepared
the Home Economics Club, and of
Harold Russell of the Central InThe United States Civil Service one for living with onesell, for
'1 the Service League. In line with
these similar functions she is telligence Agency interview six- Commission has announced an ex- living within a group, and for livnow heading the Mid Winter teen seniors for analytical aide amination for Stu den t Aid ing successfully in the world. Mrs.
Weekend.
T1rls ent1ils excellent positions in Washington. Those Trainee for filling positions in the Cronkhite pointed out that in co!organization of all the commit- who didn't have the opportunity fields of chemistry, physics, mathtees. She said, "It's really been a of talking with Mr. Russell will ematlcs, mEitallurgy,and engineer- lege ,a person is better able to
lot of fun and I enjoy doing it. I have another chance when the ing. The positions pay $2,950and Ir€f him sell and to find a glimpse
think all the kids on the commit- National Security Agency sends $3,175 a year and are located in of the final goal for which he is
tees are tops, and they're doing a two representatives to the cF- va rio u s Federal agencies in reaching. Mrs. Cronkhite also appus on February 23 to Interview Washington, D. c., and vicinity.
grand job:'
peared particularly interested in
Qualifications
Right before exams this year, for similar work.
On Monday, February 22, NanTo qualify, applicants must what she called lithe special probDottie had her appendix out and
besides working on Mid Winter cy Clapp, one of our- own alum- pass a written test and be college lem" which women have in colWeekend has had to make up her nae, will return to campus to in- sophomores or juniors whose rna- lege. Women, she felt, were more
exams. Last year, tight before terview seniors interested in- jor study is in one of the fields inclined to jump to conclusions
Soph Hop, she had her tonsils working for the New York Life listed above.
and to rely on their so-called inFurther information and appli- tuition than were men. In addiout. But it takes more than an Insurance Company. Six of last
years
graduates
are
now
doing
cation
forms
may
be
secured
at
operation to keep this lively indiDOTTIE RUGG
tion to this, she s aid that women
research in the Underwriting De- many postoffices throughout the were required to be many-sided
vidual inactive.
partment of the New York Life- country and from the U. S. Civil after college in that they must
spends much time at Dartmouth,
Dorothy Bomer, Judy Goldenkoff, Service Commission, Washington be efficient in the home, while
she'll inevitably reply, "Urn, you
Jane Graham, Ann Hutchison, 25, D.C. Applications will be ac- keeping in touch with the outside
bet!" (This might be considered
Photography Editor
Joan R u d b erg
and Marlene cepted by the United States Civil world. Following up' her point
her typical answer.) Dottie has
Attention Freshmen and
Schutt Folsom.
Service Commission until further that college is a preparation for
been pinned to Dave Fitch for
Sophomores!! Competition is
two years. They met on their reAccording to Mrs. Atkins' rec- notice. However, the first written life in the world, Mrs. Cronkhite
now beginning for the posispective first blind dates when
ords, 142 seniors have completed test will be held on March 27, advised a liberal arts college betion of photography editor on
Dottie was a sophomore at Nor-th- the CC News.
their registration with the Per- 1954, and applicants wishing to cause it prepares a person for the
field School, in Massachusetts, and
sonnel Bureau. Six English rna- be scheduled for that test must world rather than for a specific
This office does not require
Dave was a junior at Mt. Herman
jors and one History are still have their applications on file not vocation. She believed that it was
much time, and all that is
(Northfield's brother school).
among the missing.
later than March 2, 1954.
better to have a general knowlneeded is a camera with a
Sport Enthusiast
edge of the things in the world
flash" attachment. All interDottie loves all sports and was
than to narrow yourself down to
ested people, please see Lois
initiated into sailing on Dave's
one or two subjects.
Keating, Freeman 402 or
thirty-six foot sloop. She also is
write to her, Box 191, for
Mrs. Cronkhite's talk. stayed
a tennis, skiing. and mountain
more information.
mostly with these generalities
climbing enthusiast. Camping ocabout the value of college, in parcupies most of her time in the
ticular, a liberal arts one. Mrs.
summer. For the last two sumA panel of alumnae was fea- with children, and they can drop Cronkhite was previously the
mers, she has worked as a playtured as part of Freshman-Soph· their career and pick it up again dean of the undergraduate school
omore week in the auditorium' on a year later. In conclusion, Mrs. of Radcliffe.
Wednesday evening, February 10. Black suggested that in any proThe topic for discussion, intro- fession one should look over the
duced by President Pe-rk,was the field to determine need, and that
The fascinating backstage ele- relationship of college prepara- the need for teachers is great.
ment of the theater world was tion to careers after college. The Practicing Physician
opened to some theatrical enthus- alumnae were chosen to give a
The next speaker on the panel
iasts yesterday afternoon in the representative sample of women was Helen Ferguson '25, a pracwho
had
been
successful
in
their
Palmer Auditorium. Members of
ticing physician in New London.
Wig and Candle took it upon chosen fields of work. They were She spoke on the requirements of
themselves to demonstrate the picked from various graduating a medical profession, again stressphases of the theater which act- classes in order to give a better ing the all-important factor of a
ing does not include. Scenery, sample. Each of the speakers general education in any profes~
lighting, costumes, props, make- stressed the value of a broad sion. She feels that this is imporup, and stage managing were the background given by a liberal tant in medical training because
~
topics discussed and demonstrat- arts college for any type of ca- a fusion of subjects paints a full
ed by students who have had ex- reel' after college.
Take a university-sp~"Sored
picture of life and gives a good
Mrs. Black
perience in these fields.
lour via TWA this summer
The first member of the panel, foundation for the specialization
-;;;:;;:;:::;;:::;;;:::;;:::;;;::::;:;:;;:;:::;;:::;;;:::;;:::::;:;
After introducing ~iss Hazelwhich a doctor must do later on.
and earn full college credit
r
wood, Wig and Candle adviser, Corrine Manning Black '47, an She suggested Chemistry as a
while you travel
Constance Demarest '54 gave a English teacher and housewife, possibility for a major subject,
•
discussed
teaching
as
a
career.
brief outline of the topics to be
although she herself majored in
VlSit the countries of ydUx choice
discussed, and where to find the She advised prospective teachers physical education at Connecti• •• study from 2 to (5 weeks at a
to concentrate on gaining a backnecessary places and people.
foreign university. You can do both
ground of subject matter in col- cut. (She said she at least stayed
All Groups Visited
healthy.} Other specific subjects
Tel. 7519
75 State SI.
on one trip when you arrange a unilege
through
liberal
arts
courses,
Students interested in a particwhich would be helpful to a docversity-sponeored tour via TWA.
ular phase were able to sit in on since they could get education tor would be Greek and Latin for
Itineraries
include countries in
courses in graduate school. The
that
group,
although
it
was
posword derivation, Logic in reasonJewelry
Europe, the Middle East, Asia and
subject
matter
is
very
important
sible to visit all groups since the
ing, and Psychology and Sociolo- Africa. Special study tours available.
demonstrations lasted for a suffi- in teaching, especially the major gy because half the patients in
Low all-inclusive prices with TWA's
subject.
Usually
this
is
the
subCameras
cient length of time.
economical Sky Tourist service.
taught in a public or private a doctor's office suffer from malDona McIntosh '54 and Jackie ject
For information, write: John H.
school, although the teacher may adjustments rather than physical
Gifts
Ganem '55 were on hand to dem- be required, to teach other sub- illness. Especially important are
Furbay, Ph. D., Director, Air World
onstrate the many ways that
subjects which aid self-expression
Tours, Dept. eN, 380 Madison Ave.;
scenery could be designed, meas- jects with which she is less famil- such as history and English. Dr.
New York 17, N. Y. Be sure to men.
iar.
Mrs.
Black
felt
that
the
major
ured,
and
painted
so
that
results
Ferguson
concluded
in
saying
Complete Selection
tion countries you wish to visiL
subject
was
not
only
important
in
will be natural. "Pointers on actual teaching but that the deep that in order to be a good doctor,
paints, color mixing, color combi- study which goes into it is Im- one must have scientific interest,
of Classical and
nations, and painting techniques portant in preparing for this type physical and emotional health,
were given to all those who gathof study in teaching. She advised and a deep seated desire to aid
Popular Records
ered around to listen.
that a prospective teacher have humanity.
•
See 'Wig and Candle"-Page
7 a great interest in her subject
See "Alumnae Paner-Page
and the ability to establish a rnature working relationship with
r
both students and colleagues. A
teaching profession has many adGIRLS' FIGURE SKATES
vantages for married women
since they can often plan their
teaching hours to fit their schedWHITE WOOL SOCKS
ule. They also gain experience

Students to Apply
For Civil Service
Trainee Positions

•

Panel Praises Liberal Arts;
Talks on Fields for Careers

Tour of Facilities
Held for Students
By Wig and Candle

Want to travel
• and study •
abroad?

MALLOVE'S

61

.HARTFORD NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY
Two Convenient Offices in New London
Ready to Serve Conn. College Students
Member of Federal Deposillnsuranee

Cor"oralWII

1

Miss O'Neill's Shop
tor your
Knitting Yarns
43 Green St.

••
•

•

GAMES

THE G. M. WILUAMS CO.
47 Slale Streel

'

We Deliver

Phone 3.5361
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COLLEGE NEWS

Business Aids Educ. Through Fund
Whether you realize it or not,
part of the tab for your education
this year is being picked up by a
paper manufacturer
in Maine, a
steel company in Connecticut, a
memoria!
corpora tion in Vermont, a machine tool company in
Rhode Island, a cigar maker in
New Hampshire
and a carbon
black manufacturer
in Massachusetts.
And these organizations are being helped by a container maker
in Chicago, a fire-proofing manufacturer from Pittsburgh and 39
other. corporations
who realize

.v

DENNY
ROBINSON

In the past business has been
interested in helping the colleges,
but there has always been the
question of how to give to one
college without the implied neeesslty of giving to all others. "rtie
creation
of The New England
Colleges Fund has answered this
problem.

Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.; Dunham Brothers
Co., Brattleboro,
vt., Electro Switch Corp., Braintree, Mass.; The Foxboro Company, Foxboro.
Mass.; French,
Shriner & Urner Mig. Co., Boston, Mass.; General Ice Cream
Corp., Schenectady,
N. Y.; Gerrity Company, Boston, Mass.; Gillette Company, So. Boston, Mass.;
How Gifts Are Shared
On January
14 CC launched would tum, and in Knowlton's
Jackson
&
Moreland,
Boston,
to Al Cappo
All of the 23 sponsoring
col- Mass.; Jenkins
what
AA
hopes
will be another pedate monument
Brothers,
New
There was even more in wtnleges. of the Fund share in every
campus
tradition.
Girls
were
York, N. Y.; Kendall Company,
throp's creation
of the green
gift. Thus, a corporation, by makBoston, Mass.; Kynanize Paints, romping through the snow banks death fiend. I can't say that Winding one- gift to the Fund, is actu- Inc, QUincy, Mass.; MKM Knitcarrying
huge cakes of snow, ham's huge diamond ring was
ally helping 23 colleges. This soting Mills, Inc., Jamaica Plain, food dye, hats, scarves, metallic very subtle, but it certainly was
lution has been received with fa- Mass.; Matco Corp., Pittsburg,
glitter, and buckets
of water. pointed! Skeptical spectators movor- by businessmen, and as a con- Pa.; Norton Company, Worcester,
~e~r:S~~in~
About
noon
that
day
there
was a mentarily feared that the judges'
sequence,
the
Fund
has
made
a
land tradition of independent libMass.; Pepperell
Manufacturing
apples were being polished when
great
surge
of
spirit
as
everyone
start
toward
providing
the
coleral arts education.
Co., Boston, Mass.; Pitney Bowes, pitched in enthusiastically
in a they saw Branford's icy illustraleges with urgently needed addiInc., Stamford,
Conn.; Samuel last fervant effort to finish up tion of Moby Dick.
Colleges Join Fund
tional working capital.
Rapaporte, Jr., Foundation, Provo
All this is coming about beI think all were a little amused
From the colleges' point of Idence, R. L; Rock of Ages Corp., their snow sculpture.
cause Connecticut College and 22 view, one of the best features of
by East's depiction of woman in
At 4:00 the not-very-solemn
Barre,
Vt.;
Joseph
T.
Ryerson
&
other New England liberal ~ts this program is the fact that all
JA and Harkness
judges arrived and assembled in the abstract.
colleges got together a little more gifts from business and industry Son, Inc., Chicago, TIL; Saco-Low- the living room of Freeman. The were a little more realistic in
than a year ago and created a to the Fund are unrestricted. This ell Shops, Boston, Mass.; Sanborn committee of the judges was corn- handling the small (?) matter of
Company, Cambridge, Mass.; E.
new, cooperative organization ...
Serious intelmeans that the colleges can use
prised by Mr. Baird, Miss Fer· Increased tuition!
The New England Colleges Fund, the money in whatever way will T. Slattery & Co., Boston, Mass.; guson, Mr. Mayhew, Mr. Haines, lectualism
was clearly
demonSpaulding
Brick
Co.,
Boston,
Inc. The Fund became an active be the most benefit. In short, busistrated
in
KB's
version
of
Psyche
and
Mr.
Quimby.
As
they
began
Mass.: R. G. Sullivan, Inc., Managency last Fall.
... in the tub!
ness and industry have said, 'We
chester, N. H.; Swank, Inc., Attle- their long drek around the camknow you need the money, we
Plant
attacked the most dif.
boro, Mass.; Harry F. Toner, Chi- pus, they looked very much like
know that you know where it will
cago, TIL; Union Carbide and Car- the modern version of the Pied ficult of all, but plainly showed
do the most good: here it is
born Corp., New York, N. Y.; Piper, gathering a larger follow- their skill in their skating scene.
put it to work."
United-Carr Fastener Corp, Cam- ing with each dorm they passed. With exams breathing down their
apprehensive
Vinalites
For Tasty
bridge,
Mass.,
United
Elastic For those who didn't get a chance necks,
Why Business Gives
to
see
all
the
statues
I
hope
there
were
impelled
to
build
a small
Corp.,
Easthampton,
Mass.;
UnitThe natural
question at this
• Soups
point is: what's in it for business ed Shoe Machinery Corp., Boston, will be another opportunity next grave yard. But a few of the other
Mass.; John A. Volpe Construc- year, providing of course, that the dorms turned to a brighter and
• Antipasto
and industry?
lighter point of view. Blackstone
The answer, of course, varies tion Co., Malden, Mass.; S. D, snow machines are working.
• Baked Lasagne
This having been the last week came up with the famous magifrom corporation to corporation. Warren Co., Boston, Mass.; and
Emily Abbey was
Inc., New of the semester's classes, it was cian's bunny,
Some. look upon these colleges Young & Rubicam,
• Veal Parmesan
only natural that all the statues offering pork on the rocks. The
primarily as a source for poten- York. N. Y.
• Chicken Cacciatori tial executive talent. Others feel Member Colleges
came up with an
showed the originality of actively commuters
stimulated intellectual, social, and amusing pink elephant, to which
Spaghetti and Other
that independent liberal arts eduThe other colleges who have
cation is an integral part of un- joined with us in creating this political minds. A little subtletly I hesitate to attach any connotaDishes
was expressed in Freeman's
in- tion. Grace Smith created another
regimented American living and
opportunity for business through terpretation
of the Worm that elephant, but this one was poll52 Truman St. Tel. 3.5805 that its preservation is a neces- The
New England Colleges Fund,
tical. And while some students
sity if there are to be thinking
Inc., are Amherst, Bates, Boston
were up to their necks in text
men and women in business, civCollege,
Brown,
Clark,
Colby,
books, I guess a few of us were
ic and public life.
Dartmouth, Emmanuel, Fairfield,
buried in comic books, because
If Your Clothes
Certainly the answers are not Holy Cross, Middlebury,
Provi(ConUnued from Pall:e Two)
Thames rolled their snow into a
purely altruistic. For most busi- dence, Regis, St. Anselm's, St.
Are Not
statue of Ferdinand, and North
nessment an educated market is a Michael's. Smith, Tufts, Welles·
See "Sideline Sneakers"-Page
8
better
market.
Others
point
out
ley, Wesleyan, Wheaton and Wil- me, in the 4e, to, pass by brevet
Becoming to
that unless private institutions
liams.
also next year. Max (6 ans ¥.d
are all kept strong, there will be
You
goes to school for the first year,
the necessity for more public inThey Should Be·
stttuttons {and as a result.
in-" 0 ege
ampus tatIon and he is already first of his procreased
taxes)
as enrollments
Calls for Disc Jockeys
motion! My mother is very very
coming to
swell during the coming years. T
Ch
.
glad. But you can imagine the
And there are many other an0
at, Spin Platters
sacrifice of my poor father and
85 State Street
swers.
Announcers' tryouts for WCNI, mother to pay all the expenses,
Eventually,
it comes down to the campus radio station, will be So your gifts are received with
Goldsmith Bldg.
Tel. 26409
~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~'
this one basic proposition. The scheduled sometime toward the shouts of hapyness and barbarous
businessman,
whether
he is a end of this month. Anyone who dances by the team of devils we
~
postage meter manufacturer
in would like to have 45 minutes of are!!!
Specializing in Ladies'
Connecticut or a razor blade man- radio time once every two weeks
I am chiefly glad with last par'tJ
ufacturer
in South Boston. real- on which to discuss anything
Tailoring and Alterations
izes that maintaining
liberal arts fJi,omthe affair's of the world down cel I received in October.
Again, thank
you for your
education. as a strong vigorous to . campus
news or just
to
AvaIlabl.
for
ONLY
25 Girl.
component of American life, is spin records for the students be- prettyness.
Spend 21 da". at Capri (Includes
very much in the best interests of fore-and-after
dinner enjoyment,
Soon, I hope to send you some I ~
.,•:.
Ballet, Painting,
Galas, Operas,
his company,
his stockholders sign up on the Radio Club bulle- photographies
of our cheerful]'
Fetes, Folk Dancing, Concerts).
and his country.
tin board on first floor Fanning. tribe-who
meet with me to wish I
VISIT Lisbon. Gibraltar, Barcelona
Naples, Sorrento, Amalfi, PompeI'
Contributors
IJsted
Or, i~ it would be. ea~ier, drop a you a Merry Christmas and a
y.,,,~
Ischia, r'ormra. Rome, Pisa, Genoa'
.
.
note In campus mail to Jo Por'tsch happy new year.
Turin. Aix Les Bains:
The busmesses WhICh are help- or Jane Daly in Freeman
:W1on, Paris. Versailles.
ing you this year by gifts made in
.
Sincerely yours,
Nice, Monte Carlo. Men·
Ch
to Le
ton, George du Loup,
1953 to The New England Col.
ance
am
Your grateful god·daughter,
Motor, Rail. Also latin
Grasse,
leges Fund, Inc., are Abrasive
And for those who are inter.
Renee S.
Halifax. Cannes,
CABlR Palermo,
CLASS
___ America, West, Orient.
at sea (10 days .in the
Machine Tool Co., E. Providence, ested but baffled at the thought of
Upon reading a letter such as
MedJt-erranean
R. L; American
Emery Wheel facing a microphone, sign up to
Italian Line luxury aboard
liners
S.S. Saturnia
and ,S.S.
Works, Providence, R. L; L. G. learn how to put a radio program this, one is thankful for the opArOUnd the World, $995 all
Conte Biancamano).
Balfour
Co., Attleboro,
Mass.; out over the air waves. A sheet portunity to help such worthy and
expense low cost trips to
1st CLASS travel
and
Brockway - Smith - Haigh - Lovell for technicians is also posted on grateful people. This is the type
every corner of the globe
of
thing
which
our
campus
spon~~~XE
hotels in EuCo., Charles,
Mass.; Brown & the bUlletin board, and Jane Daly
Congenial groups for
sors.
those who wish to get
ALL EXPElfSES (Includ.
Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R. will get in touch with those who
off the beaten track
ing aU theat~
tickets,!.;
Bryant Chucking Grinder Co., are interested to find out when
Nancy Powell 1954
even trips for
operas.
concerts,
rlJght
Springfield,
Vt.; Godfrew L. Cab- I
is the b~st
spots, da.nces, fetes, galas,
I
- time to have a short
Community Fund Chairman
..
explorers.
etc.) '1840.
at,
nc., Boston, Mass.; Carter's
esson on twisting dials.
ITUDY
5pedot Croups
Ink Co., Cambridge, Mass.; Con.
WrU. fo:r Brochure
tainer Corp. of Ameerica, ChicaLANGUAGES.
ART.
DANCE, MUSIC.
w. c. LEWIS
go, ill., Crane & Company, Dal.
College Credit. Some
The CHALET
ton, Mass_; Denni~on Manufacturscholarships available.
<Continued from Pace One)
TRAVELCAMP
ing Co., Framingham.
Mass.; DoYOur Travel Agenl Or
WESTPORT, COIflf.
Ian Steel Company, Inc .. Bridge_
~Itld!n'" Inl!rnolional
port, Conn.,; Donnelly Electric &
hanl AnWlIllan
Ruderman, Joyce Schlact, Nancy -----__ ...
---:
545 FIFTHAVE., NEW YORK 17' MU2-6544
Steward, Sheila Walsh. and Barbara Wind.
Lin d a Cunningham,
Car 0 ]
Dana, Gwendolyn
Evans,
Joan
Faraci, Lucie Hoblitzelle, Elizaand earn 6 units of credit
our
beth Horigan, and Irene Pantages
with Prof. Thomas Lantos of S. F. State
are the freshman making Honors
for the first semester.
57 days ., $950

~~e

~f:~e~~~~

•

•

Dante's

Free Speech

C II

----C
S'

"~'-------------f'
Peter Paul's

Shalett's

A N~wConcept In
EUROPEAN TRAVEL

===========:-=~:.
•
ADVENTURE ""

[~ :~:~~:~:;;f:;f";:~:

[

TRAVEL~~~~

·

'jijfi\t1i A ..

Honors List

MID-WINTER

FORMAL

VISIT EUROPE IN 1954

See 11 countrie~ by motor and roll,
See

your

sailing from Quebec June 9th
/
local
agent
for fr .... fo/d.r
or

STOP'l:OURS • 2123

write

to

•••

Addison .'" Berkeley, Calif,

ANN FOGARTY

'THE HOLLY HOUSE

,Cottonsare in

Home of Saper 8s11dwtcbes S..ndaes

and

Banana SpUtII

92 HaaUngtoa St - New Loadon
Pbone 3-8138

bernards

230 State St.

•
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~ONNECTICUT

Europe Offers Opportunities
For Dramatic Student Travel
With. each. succeeding
year,
ever. wIde~ VIstas are opened to
the m~end.mg traveler. The seventy major international airlines of
lATA (International
Air Transport Association)
have recently
agreed to extend tourist air servtees' around the world, making it
possible for the piggy-bank traveler: n?w to emulate Jules Verne,
within the bounds both of time
and fortune.
Where and How
But these new vistas are not
elimited to spots on a favored
world route-to
the Acropolis in
Athens. Jerusalem, Holy City of
three religions, the teeming life

,

24.Hour Film
Service
Film Co

74 Bank 51.
For

Processing
See

Men Elect Connecticut Wives;
Mademoiselle -Elects Writers

10f the Cairo Bazaars,
Bombay,
Delhi and the Taj Mahal, Singapore and the islands of the Pacific.
The dramatic and exotic lies nearer at hand-in
Morocco with
names as evocative as Fez and
Marrakech-or
north of the Arctic Circle among
the tundras,
fjords and mountains of the lands
of the midnight sun.
How can all this be yours?
Through the pioneering efforts of
Travel & Study Inc .. of New York
City, which has just announced
its program of tours for 1954.
There are trips to suit all tastes
and budgets. Foreign As~ignment
for student~ o~ journalism
and
current affairs IS led by Dr. Earl
English, Dean of the School of
Journalism.
University
of Missouri, and offers an exciting program of fir-st-hand contracts with
top-ranking
political leaders, editors, overseas correspondents, officials of the United Natfons and
o the r i n tel' nat ion a 1 bodies
through seven countries in Western Europe. The Salzburg Festival, the glories of historic Rome
arid Renaissance Florence, the experimental and living drama in
London, the ballet in Paris highlight the art-Theater-Music
tour.
Fashion affords an invaluable behind-the-scenes introduction to the
sources of fashion creation with
visits to the leading ;French and
Italian cou turiers.
OppOrtunities
An Industrial
Tour offers a
most comprehensive
view of European industry and management
through
visits
and discussions
with leaders, political figures and
others in England', Scandinavia,
Germany, France, Italy, Switzerland and Holland. Other tours
link Spain and Italy; explore the
SeEj"Travel Abroad"-Page
6

ABC
and Suppliee

Your Campus

Representative
Lois Keating Freeman
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COLLEGE NEWS

Three- Engaged Girls
Pam Maddux '54, and Dot Libner '54, both from Freeman, have
recently announced their engage-

ments.
Pam met her fiance, David Harlow, at the Coast Guard Academy
during her sophomore year. He
is now a Naval Aviation Ensign
and is stationed
in California.
The couple plan to be married in
the late spring or early summer
and live wherever Dave is stationed.
Dot plans to marry Alvin Wolfson, whom she met when she was
a sophomore. AI graduated from
Union College in 1952. He is now
in his second year at the University.....
of Geneva Medical School in
Switzerland. They will be married
in July and will live in Geneva,
for three years, until Al graduates from Med School.
One fairly recent
blind date
has turned out exceedingly well,
for Carole Kipp '56, and John
Brainard, who met one another
this September. John, a senior at
Yale, residing presently at Calhoun College, plans to enter the
Business Management 'field, after
he completes his time in the AirForce. A summer wedding has
been planned. They have hopes
one day for living out West.
~IADEMOISELLE Reporters
Connecticut College will be represented
this year on MADEMOISELLE's
national
College
Board by Joan Herman, Dianne
Robinson, Margaret Zellers. They
are among the 700 students who
competed with applicants
from
colleges all over the country to
win places 0:1 the Board, according to Mf,DEMOISELLE,
As College Board members,
they will represent
their campuses and report to MADEMOI·
SELLE on college life and the
college scene. They will complete
three assignments which will help
them explore their interests and

I

Announcement Made
Of Faculty Leaves

Three members of the faculty
have been granted leaves of abo
sence for all or part of next year.
Miss Pauline
Aikin.
Associate
Professor of English will be on
leave for the first semester while
Miss Katharine
Finney, Associate Professor of Economics ~
be away from the campus for the
second semester.
Miss Zelmira Biaggt. Associate
Professor
of Spanish, is taking'
her leave for the entire academic
year.

abflities in writing, editing, fashion, advertising or art, in competition for one of twenty Guest
Editorships to be awarded by the
magazine at the end of May.
The Guest
Editors
will be
brought to New York for four
weeks next June to help write,
edit, and illustrate
MADEMOISELLE's 1954 August College Issue. Their transportation
will be
raid to and from New York and
t~ey will receive a regular salary
for their v'ork.
In addition to their work on the
magezl-ie. Cuect Editors will interview
outetandi-ig
men and
women in their chosen fields to LAUNDER.QUIK
help clarify their career aims,
6 Hour Laundry Service
wiJ) visit fashiof showrooms, pubClothes Washed, Dried & Folded
lishing houses. and advertising
agencies and wil! be MADEMOISELLE's guests in a round of parUP TO 9 LBS. 75c
ty and theatergoing.

Return tor Weekend

Pick up Days

Several former members of the
senior class are returning for the
Mid-Winter Formal Weekend. Katie Webster Troast and her husband Art, and Klumpie and John
Tanner are planning to join in the
festivities. Bettsy Goodspeed and
her fiance will also be here. Another member of the class who
will be returning for the weekend
is Peggy Putnam.

MID-WINTER

FORMAL

lVednesday.

Thursday

CALL 2-2889

THE BOOKSHOP, INC.
Meridian and Church BtL

New London, Conn.
tel. 880Z
The Best In Ficllon
Non-Fiction
Greellng

Cards -

Slallonery

'Complete Line 01 Modern IJbraiT

YELlOW

CAB

4321

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

,

HOW THE STARS GOT STARTED •••

•
"

DmnaAtwood
\ AMERICA'S

"I was 13 before I put on
skates. I'd had dancing
lessons and this was fun!
In three months, I surprised even
myself by winning the Pacific
Coast novice championship.
Three years later - the National
Singles and Pairs. Then I
joined the Ice Capades •.
Skating's still funJ"

NO.1 "QUEEN

OF THE

ICE"

I STARTED SMOKING

•

CAMELS

ABOUT NINE YEARS AGO. I FIND

•,

CAMELS'
AND

DeliGHTFUL

MILDNESS

FLAVOR SUIT ME JUST

RIGHT,

YEAR AFTER YEAR!

YOU SHOULD TRY CAMELS

!

•
Starf smoldng Camels
yourself!
Make the 3D-day Camel Mildness
~ Test. Smoke only Camels for
30 days - see for yourself why
Camels' cool mildness and rich
flavor agree with more people
than any other cigarette!

."

,

-,

THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE I

~

and

Prompt service on Special
Orders for, Collateral Reading

• For Courteous and Prompt Service
Call

LIIIIOUSINES

&. FrIday
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Zoology Exhibition Is Found
During February at Library
by Bet8y Friedman
February is Zoology month at
Palmer Library. A very attractive, interesting and educational
exhibit has been set up on the
main floor which is well-worth the
time spent Iooking at it.
The main feature or tne exhibit
is the George E. Nichols' private
collection of tropical butterflies
and moths. This collection was
given to the Zoology Department
by his daughters.
Marion and
Grace, alumnae from the classes,
of 1932 and 1934. respectively.
The collection is quite extensive,
and one of its most unusual features is found in the colors of the
butterfly
wings. The wings ot
some arranged
along the north
wall appear to have an iridescent
quality, with the color changing
with the angle at which one is
standing.
This phenomenon
is
caused by Ught being split into
its component colors as it strikes
the wings (a physical color) rather than by a true color pigment.
In Victorian decor, taxonomic
relationship appears to have been
thrown
out the window when

COLLEGE NEWS

.Knowlton Wins in
Court Play-Off

Wednesday,

trem Pap

17, 1954

Publishing Course
Teaches Procedure
Ai Summer School

Travel Abroad
(Continued

February

Five)

AA introduced
for the first
time on campus Inter-dorm competition. During Reading Period
all the dorms pooled their athletic
resources and signed up for an
all campus basketball championship. Each dorm rep was individually responsible
for
her
own
dorm's team. The whole plan was
carried out with a great deal of
enthusiasm and cooperation. The
result was
t hat
Knowlton
erne r g e d as the victorious
c ham p s, h a v in g thoroughly
trounced Emily Abbey in the finals with a score of 34 to 16.
AA expects to further this plan
later on during the season, probably during •the spring Reading
Period.

ry's own collection along with the
little known territory of North
birds' eggs from an egg collection
Africa with seventeen
days in
given to the Zoology Department.
French
and Spanish
Morocco;
Another
case
displays native
Leading figures of the publishcircle the Arctic North from the
birds with their nests and eggs.
tundras of Sweden and Finland ing field will lecture at the sevTwo of the most interesting
of
of the Summer
to the fjords and mountains of enth session
these specimens are the HumCourse in PUblishing Procedures
Norway. Another tour contrasts
mingbird with its nest of no more
the civilization of Western Europe offered by RadcJUl'e College to
than an inch and a half in diamewho wish to
and the Near East, including college graduates
ter, and the Chimney Swift whose
their career.
Egypt, J ordan, Syrfa, Lebanon, make publishing
nest looks so precarious one wonIsrael, Turkey and Oreese.
Meek Leads Program
ders how it holds up under the
Prices range from 5695. DeMr. Dudley Meek. newly apbirds' weight
tailed information
on these proAn alumna of CC, Ruth Hine
grams and also on low-cost trans- pointed director of the program,
years of pub.
'44, as an extra project in her
portation by sea and air may be brings thirty-two
ornithology
class,
prepared
a
obtained from Travel & Study, lishing experience to the course.
skeleton of a Great Blue Heron.
tnc., 110 East 57St .. New York He was formerly vice-president of
Harcourt,
Brace and Company.
This skeleton is in a case to the
22, N. y.
right of the reading. Miss Hlne,
He will be assisted by Mrs. Digwho received her Ph. D . from-the
gory Vonn, public relations specUniversity
of Wisconsin is now
ialist who has been associated
the editor of research in the field
with New York advertising firms
of conservation
for the state of
and Conde Nast publications.
<Continued from Pace Three)
Wisconsin.
The Publishing Pro c e d u re s
Another section of the exhibit
Course, which was first ofi'ered in
is set up to show much of the
President Park introduced the able as she grows in age and ex- the summer of 1947, is designed'"
world's calcium is tied up in the third speaker, Nicki Hart '39, as perience.
to help young men and women
shells of invertebrates.
There are the originator of the senior meloThe last speaker on the panel. orient themselves within the pubmany, different kinds of shells, drama. Miss Hart has a better Sally Church '44, Foreign Analyst lishing field and to provide pracsome of them like the abalones known position now as the Pro- in Economic Research, discussed tical training for employment. Its
of MADEMOI- the field of banking which is newshowing the same iridescence in motion Director
color that is seen in the butterfly SELLE, and she spoke about the ly opened to women. Miss Church object is to bridge the gap bebirds were stuffed and put in the wings. This case contains other magazine business in general. Altween a liberal arts education and
living room for adornment. There such forms as sea urchins, sand though the field requires a great feels that it is an interesting and actual working experience with a
'Certainly can be no zoological sig- dollars, a large starfish and coral deal of ability to stand pressure challenging business which offers
book or magazine publisher.
nificance within
the glass can- skeletons.
and competition, she considers it contact with people of all types
tainer full of birds which is on a
If a Japanese bride is given a a human kind of business and and with all sorts of economic po- Students Learn Business
table to the left of the main desk, glass sponge' in which a small well worth the hard work. In orDuring
the six-week course,
for under thls bell-shaped glass crab. has crawled and become der to give the students in idea of sitions. There are many different
are thirteen birds of all types trapped she considers it a favor- the business, she outlined her ca- phases of banking, as shown by starting June 23, the students will
wit h
the
ranging from a tropical parrot, to able omen for her marr-iage.
A reer in her different jobs in New her own job which involves per- become acquainted
a kingfish, a red-winged blackproblems
of
production,
editing,
sonnel
work,
interpretation
of
figbird, to an indigo! bunting, etc. specimen of such a sponge is in a York after college. By working
selling, and over-all
her way from the job of a "com- ures, research,
and public rela- promotion,
There is no attempt to place them case .on the . main desk.
s hop peril
in Macy's tions, Some other banking fields administration.
Emphasis will be
in their natural habitat, and the
Ammals 10 A.rt. form" another parison
through
copy-writing
and merbotanical part of the object is just- IT"~il o~ .th~ eX~lbIt_vA Monkey
given
to
the
special problems
open to women are investing, peras much a conglomeration
as is
e IS angmg a er. the main chandizing jobs to gain experiposed
by
fiction
and non-fiction,
sonal
trust
work,
portfolio
manthe birds This "ornament"
was desk. The bIg, complaint about ence. she reached her present po·
books,
reference
.
M' M h
f
h
these monkeys IS tttat they have sition.
In order to accomplish agement, or positions in savings juveniles,text
given to
r.
ay ew or t e Ly- no til'
I
t th I it f this self-advancement.
Miss Hart banks in which women sometimes books, and the news, trade, and
man Allyn
Museum
and
he
as.,
n a case 0
~ e
0
qualities
of common reach
loaned it to the Zoology Depart- the .readmg :oom, there IS a col- specifies
executive
positions.
Al- women's magazines.
ment for the exhibit.
~ectlOn of animals used as art ob- sense, willingness to work hard,
Tuition for Course
though
Miss
Church
suggests
ecojects. Most of these were loaned and ability to tit yourself to any
Tuition for the course will be
Stuffed Native Birds
by members of the CC faculty. job. She suggested that a student nomics 'or math as a major subArranged on top of the card There is also a Japanese print interested in the magazine field ject, specialization is not neces- $175, and two full-t,uition fellowfiles in somewhat more scientific making use of animal forms on should use her summers and her sary_ Liberal arts courses "are ex- ships will be offered. Inquiries
grouping are stuffed birds native the south 'Wall. The case to the extra-curricular
work wisely in
should be addressed to Mrs. Digto the New London area. These right of the main desk contains order to prepare herself for the cellent in training a person in orVenn, Radcliffe
College,
birds are water birds and owls.
the Turtle
Collection
of Mrs. final test of acceptance. She end- ganization of material and self- gory
Cambridge
38,
Massachusetts.
expression.
both
necessary
in
cered
her
discussion
with
the
stateTwo display cases contain Au- Anna Lee. This ~~llectiol) was
dubon bird plates from the libra- loaned for the exhibit by the Ly- ment that although the hopeful tain phases of banking. The qualman Allyn Museum. The Turtles college graduate.
has only ten ities necessary for a successful: '~I:·
minutes to make an impression
are mostly Oriental nineteenth
banker ate resourcefulness,
opencentury carvings. Right next: to on her future employer, she has
L. LEWIS & CO.
her whole life to make herself mindedness, and the ability to acthis collection is a very famous ready.
cept responsibility. On the other
monograph on the embryological
The fourth 'Speaker on the pan- hand, the worker will gain the
Ch
G
io
ina,
lass, Parker Pens
development of turtles written by el was Priscilla Clark '29 who is satisfaction
of working to serve ,
the late Louis Agassiz, a profes- the director of Social Service at a his community, of social contacts,
Lamps, Silver and
private psychiatric hospital. Miss
128 State St.
sor at Harvard.
'
Unusual Gifts
Clark pointed out the unlimited and of a-Jcnowledge of world ecoTwo smaller exhibits contain opportunities
for girls who wish nomic dffairs.
Exclusively Ours in
books on zoology and mammals
to enter social work. A social
At the end of the panel discusout in the field sion, the speakers separated in orcaught on campus and in the ar- worker starting
New London
142 State Street
boretum, In the· latter exhibit are earns from $2,800-$3,000 a year der to answer the questions
of
and
works
up
from
ther-e.
There
study skins of the mammals prePringle
is great need for workers in the students interested in -their par- •.::••
pared by students who were ama- field of social work, teamed with ticular field. The panel gave the
Cashmere Sweaters
teur taxidermists
in a class in psychiatries. In discussing the lib- stUdents a fresh view of the use.
ecology. The book collection in- eral arts education, she said that fulness of a liberal arts education,
Dan Shea's Restal1rant
Garland Sweaters
clude's a valuable monograph on although -the broadenfug courses and raised a great deal of interest
are helpful
in any profession,
_White Stag
extinct toothed birds. This was they are especially good in Social in the respective fields representDelicious Dinners and
written by the late Dr. O. w. Service. Such courses as the so- ed by the alumnae.
Separates.
Luncheons
Marsh, a professor of paleontol- cial sciences, religion, and art give
an excellent background for the
ogy
at
Yale.'
Jantzen Separates
Catering to Parties and
social worker. Although the stuSlankard Arms Inn
Banquets
dent
needs
at
least
two
years
of
190 Broad St. near Williams
f",!. 7395
Over Kresge's :J5c Store
graduate
school to enter so('ia1
23
Golden
Street
A fine Victorian mansion for
0110 AIMETTI
work, the advanfages
make thi$
Charge Accounts
guests located near center of
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Custom time worthwhile. Aside from the
Phone: 2·1656
city.
Tailoring
opportunities
of jobs, the social
Welcome
Prices
$2.50
np
per
person
Spf'rlallzln,g
In Ladles' TaUor_Made
worker
has the satisfaction
of
Dresses - Coats and Suits Made
to Order - Fur Remodellng
helping others, pioneering in menNew Londt>n. Cann .
.. I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~fi 5tRte fit.
tal disease,) and the knowledge
FREE
DEUVERIES
FREE
that she will become more valuPHONE 2-4461

Alumnae Panel
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Summer School Session Plans Nominees to Speak at Amalgo Austrian Student
Need Work Now for Success
For Student Govn't Offices
Reveals Interest
To Students Interested in SumOn March 16, 1954, the election
session bulletin of the college
Wednesday, March l~aker
In AmericanLife
mer session Courses:
or university in which you In- amalgo will be held lor the orof the House
Inasmuch as you are already
beginning to think about summer
school, it may not be amiss at this

early date to remind you that you
must follow definite procedures
in order to insure your credit for
the work which you intend to do
by having your summer courses
approved in advance. Those of
you who fail to do this may be

refused at the end of the summer for work already completed.
You should look after this matter

before leaving college at the end
of the second semester for after
that the faculty are scattered .for
the summer and are not available
for examination

and approval

of

your summer program of studies.
The procedures to be followed
are these:
1. Obtain assurance
from Mr.
Cobbledick that the college or
university where the summer
session is to be held is accredited.
2. Secure a copy of the summer

Yard Goods for

tend to study during the summer.
3. secure a summer session slip
in the Admissions Office.
4. Check your summer session
courses in the appropriate department at Connecticut College under the following circumstances:
a. If you are making up a
course which you jailed at
Connecticut College.
b. If you are. using the course
to fulfill a graduation requirement of Connecticut
College.
3. If the course i~ prerequisite
to advanced work in the
same department at Connecticut College.
5. Check your whole program of
summer courses with your major adviser.
6. Return the summer 'session
slip with the required signature to the Admissions Office
for Mr. Cobbledick's..stgnature.
These signed slips will be sent
to Mrs. Peugh, College Registrar,
who will check them against the
transcript of your record which
you must have sent to her after
you have completed your summer
work. If you make any changes
in your summer program before
you leave college in June, be sure
you change the slip on file in
Mrs. Peugh's office after obtaining the approval of the approprtate people at the college.
This .all sounds complex but
please keep In mind that it is intended to protect your interests
if you wish or need credit for
college work which you may do
during the summer.

fieers of the academic year of

1954-1955. Following this amalgo,
Thursday, March 11 - Vice One of the most interesting of
voting will be held lor the stu- President of Student Government the new transfer students at Condent government
officers on
Friday, March 12-President of necticut College is Maria AtriaMarch 17, 1954.

Tuesday, March 2 Government President
Wednesday,

March

Student

3 -

Chief

Justice; Speaker of the House
Thursday, March 4--Vice President of Student Government;
President of AA
Friday, March 5-President
Service League

of

•

Petitions will be issued at the
following lime:
Monday, March 8-Presldent

01

Student Government
Tuesday,

March

9-Chief

Jus-

tice of Honor Court

AA; President of service League skin. Born in Yugoslavia, Maria
moved to Austria in 1944 and
All petitions and intentions will then to Munich, Germany, where
be issued at chapel period in the she lived for five and a half
student government room in years. Maria came here two
Branford basement. All petitions
must be returned by chapel period years ago. She lives in New York
to Branford basement on the day City with her family.
following the one on which they Lenient Attitude
are issued, except in case of those
The first year Qf -Maria's colpetitions issue~/on Friday, March
12. These will De due on Monday, lege education was spent at RusMarch 15. Three snapshots should sell Sage College. When asked
acompany intentions.
what she liked about Conn ColEach girl may sign only one pe- lege, Maria replied, "I love the
titi~n for each office. Signing a campus, I really do." She enjoys
petition does not obligate a girl studying in spite of the few difto vote for this person at the elec- ficulties she has encountered. Mation.
. ria feels that the schools in the
United States. are more lenient
because the assignments, though

Congressman R equests High er
Tax Exemption for Stu dents

longer, are easier to do. The Eu-

ropean schools she attended required more condensed

and much

harder work. Maria hopes to maRemarks of the Honorable ning to feel the loss of student jor in economics. She is a memo
Your Every Need
Abraham J. Multer (D., 14th Dis- population.
ber of the Russian Club and plans
trict of New York) should be of
I might say that the bill intro- to join the Spanish Club.
From Drapery Fab";".
particular interest to college stu- duced by me has received wide- Spo~ Enthusiast
10 Daring Finery
dents .end their parents. On Jan- spread approval throughout the
South American dancing and
uary 14 he addressesd the follow- country.
the Latin people interest Maria.
Ing words to the House of Repre- • The House Ways and Means She also enjoys mountain cllrnbMILL END SHOP
sentatives:
(
Committee has conducted hear- lng, tennis, horse races, boats
20 Bank St.
Tel. 8304
Mr. Speaker, permit me to tngs on the bill and on the general and swimming. The cold weather
urge the enactment of H. R. 1274, pr-inciple therein. During the in Connecticut hasn't yet bothered
introduced by me on January 7, course of the executive sessions Maria. She loves the winter, "Just
1953.
of the committee for the purpose so it doesn't rain too long." MaMy bill is directed pr-imarily to of revising the tax laws, the com- ria also enjoys living at a boardgive relief to those parents who mittee has tentatively decided to ing school and appreciates the
(Continued. from. .81'8 Three)
are paying more than $600 per- recommend that a $600 exemption freedom and responsibility offered
sonal exemption per child for the for children should be continued
the girls.
education
of
their
children.
I
have
beyond
the
age
of
18
years,
if
the
College
Weekends
On stage there was a demonThe surrounding men's colleges
stration of the various effects had the experience, and I will get child is a student attending school
particularly impressed Maria. "In
which colored lights may have on no personal benefit from this bill or college.
materials such as silk and cot- because I have' put both my boys
This is a step in the right direc- Germany," she explained. "it is
ton, and on skin color. Ann Math- through college without any such tion and a recognition of the pr'in- quite different. There are no fraf th I
bill
ternities or college week-ends."
ews '54 and Connie Demarest
Her comment on the fraternity
were the demonstrators" who con- exemption, and many of my col- clple set or In my I .
It does not, however, .go far parties was,
"It's fun!" Dar-ttributed information on the use of leagues have done the same
enough and we should continue to mouth and R.P.I. rank high on
colored lights.
press for enactment of the Ian- Maria's list of favorite schools.
Debbie Phillips '54 and Judy thing.
We know if you are seneding guage contained in H. R. 1274, She doesn't like football games:
Dotson '56 used the lighting
board to demonstrate stage light- them to a college away from which would allow for the full "I once found myself cheering
FISHER FLORIST
home you are lucky if you can reason~ble expenses for '8. college for the wrong team-it was rathing.
er embarasslng."
In the costume room, Martha do it for as little as $2,500 per education.
After she graduates from colVarsity Flowers
Flickinger '54 applied make-up to year per child. You get all of $600 At this time, I would like to
a year exemption.
pay ~ib~te to the many. college -lege, Maria hopes to spend at
Evans
Flickinger'S
face
in
order
for
So I am not talking for myself organfzations and publications teast one year in Europe and
to show the techniques of the art
about this. I am talking for all of that ~re supporting my bill; and would then like to return to the
All Oceasions
of make-up. Ways of highlighting
features, applying eye and lip the parents of this country, and ~ particularly to the National Stu- United States and work for an
think we have now gotten to the dent Association which is doing .American import and export.
Wire service to all the world make-up, and applying make-up point in this country where we so much to direct the attention of firm.
acr the character and stratg~ role
believe that just as a primary ed-' the taxpayers .of the country to
were demonstrated.
Tel 8·5800
Tel. 3-598'
ucation is necessary, and a sec- the fact that expenses for college __ ....!.__
--.:~
_
Betty
Sager
'54
and
Jackie
Ga104 State st.
nem were on hand in the costume ondary or high school education education should be tax deductrooms to show the storage places is necessary, we should, if possl- ible.
uates of any approved college or
for costume types and props, and ble, give every child in this coununtverstty Jn the United States.
try
an
opportunity
to
get
a
col·
to give some pointers on these
Candidates must rank in or close
lege education.
subjeets.
to. the first tenth of their gradu·
This bill will go a long way
Marcia Bernstein '54 talked
Feature Botany Yams and
ating class, but will be judged
about the duties of the stage man- toward bringing that about by
upon their over-all scholastic recAyr Scotch Yarns
ager in connection with sound ef- making it possible for these parord, extra-curricular
activities
In
conjunction
with
the
openfects, lightlngl staging, and gen· ents, who if they-can get this tax
Nylons and Wools
and achievement in the legal apIng
of
the
new
Law
SChool
builderal r..-esponsibilities which con- relief, will get at least some help
titude test conducted by the EduSoek Kits
tribute to a smooth running pro- in sending their children through ing on the University Heights cational Testing Service of New
the colleges and universities of campus, the Boston College Law Jersey. The announcement was
duction backstage.
Instruction Books
School has offered twenty-five full made today by Dean William J.
Students who will be working our country.
at Kenealy, S. J.
The colleges and universities of tuition scholarships. valued
on committees for Compet Plays
were able to pick up many help- our country need help, too, be- $1500each, to qualified candidates
These scholarships, known as
ful ideas which were related to cause if they cannot continue to for admission to the school next the Anniversary
Scholarships,
313 State Street
September.
These
scholarships
the jobs they will hold
during get studc::1t~ to pay the tuition,
have been established by the
Tel. 2-3723
are
available
to
outstanding
gradthey are going to be in a bad way_
the coming competition.
Trustees of Boston College to
mark the twenty-fifth anniverAs
a
matter
of
fact,
many
of
them are already suffering from ,
sary of the foundation of the Boslack of students.
ton College Law School. A cWe!
The GI Bill having practically
when an evemng lS an occaswn
feature of the celebration of the
run oui, and our parents of the
anniversary will be the occupaThe poUshed, continental air of L1ghthOWle Inn
country in large part not being
tion of the new Law SChODlbuildsem the __
Or for a casual, tnformal date, the
11 Bank Sl
able to send their children to col·
Ing on the University
Heights
Melody Lounge 18 great for tun. There's an enlege, those institutions are begin·
campus. The new building, which
tertainer
nlgbtly and a dance -.
too, on
will cost $1,500.000, will be ready
Shoes by
Saturdays.
for occupancy In September.
Have Your Hair Sbaped
Applications .for the Anniversa·
•
at
"SandIer of Booton"
ry Scholarships close May 1, 1954Recipients of the scholarships are
and the Keeper', Lodge

Wig and Candle

Law School Offers
Full Scholarships

Eleanor Shop

. . -"

--=============:;
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I

ELMORE SHOE SHOP

~bt l.igbtboU~tJnn

RUDOLPH'S

The MansIon~
New Lom\OII, CGaD.

by the 8ea
TeL UU1

..... You Uk.

10 Meridian 51. Tel 2-1710
NfItIf' JlolUam 11*

~

Them"

expected to devote !ulI time to
the study 01 law and to attain and
Dean's-Llst
rating In the
--4' retain
Law School.
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CONNECTICUT

U. of Conn. Hears
Musical Rendition
Of Original Work
Miss Martha Alter, on February 15, played one of the piano
parts of her composition
of "Simon Legree--a
Negro sermon,"
at the University of Connecticut.
Mr. Philip Treggor, baritone and
choral conductor at the University, performed Miss Alter's work
as part of his song recital that
evening.

Vassar dorms. The sports include
basketball, badminton, swimming,
bowling, and cross-country riding.
The only "hitch" is the price of
$4.75, which includes transportation, registration
fee, and lunch
on the bus. But it's really worth
it. Last year's playday at Mt.
Holyoke proved itself a memorable opportunity,
and Vassar's
playday promises to be just that.
So sign up on the AA Bulletin
Board before the list is taken
down on Thursday late afternoon,
and if you have any questions see
J Dan Aldrich in Freeman.

Wednesday, February

COLLEGE NEWS

17, 1954

Mid-Winter

•

WonUnued

from Pace One)

ed by Marie waterman. consists
of Jeanne
Oehlmeyer,
Sharon
Greer, Gussie Heidel, Joas Heller,
Norie
Heston, Joanne
Krause,
Nancy Pollack.
Judy
Reycroft,
Cyvie Russian, Carol
Simpson,
Leisel Von Storen, Sally Young,
and
Janet
Zeigler.
Publicity,
headed by Tabsy
Andrews, Ineludes Evelyn Connolly and Nancy Powell. The third committee,

which takes care of tickets and
favors, is under the direction of
Marty Manley and includes Judy
Dotson, Mar Robertson,
Cynthia
Fenning,
Ricky Geisel, Margie
Gentles,
Judy
Haviland,
Sally
Lindblad, and Barbara Rice. The
fourth committee
takes care of
refreshments
and
consists
of
Barbara Guerin and Gayle Greenlaw.

Wednesday
- Saturday
~ February 17 thru 20
THE WfLD ONE
with ~larlon Brando
B \J;) FOR EACH OTHER
Charles Heston Lizabeth Scott
Sunda.y _ Tuesday. Feb. 21 • 23
W.\LJUNG
MY BABY BACK
HO:a.1E
Donald OT'l"nnor & Janet Leigh

(Techn1color)
TUi\ffiLEWEED

t'recnntcotorj
'1

Perfonned Here
Simon Legree was written by
Miss Alter, a member of the Conneticut
College
Music Department, for baritone and two pianos
to the text of Vachal Lindsey. This
interesting
composition was performed here last year; Mr. Treggor was in the audience.
Miss Alter met the baritone at
Tanglewood last summer. He expressed an interest in her work,
and asked Miss Alter to send him
some of the things she had written. He particularly
admired Simon Legree.

•

•

Today's 'Chesterfield is the
Best Cigarette Ever Made!

Sideline Sneakers
(Contlnued

fro ... Page F.onr)

sculptured the figure of a playful
Pluto, color and all.
The judges had a hard decision
to make, but they announced to
the crowd gathered
in front of
Palmer Library at 5:00 that the
winners were Winthrop,
Plant,
and KB. A good time was had by
aU with the net result of an increased
population
of independent snowmen over the weekend.

• • •

But bringing
ourselves
more
up-to-date. let's turn now to the
News of the Week! 11 any of you
have been able to see through the
mail crowd in the postofflce to the
AA Bulletin Boar-d, you've probably noticed the sign-up sheets
for the coming playday at Vassar. It's scheduled for the weekend of February 27 and 28.
A bus will leave here at 9 :00
on Saturday
morning
and will
bring the "athletes" back in time
for supper on Sunday. Activities
are scheduled at Vassar for Saturday
afternoon
and
Sunday
morning. Students have been invited to reside overnight in the
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-They all
head for
the
Roosevelt
,~

America's Most Popular
2-Way Cigarette

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
$4_50 per person per day
$5.50

Three in a room
per person per day
Two in a room

$6.50

per person per day'

One in a room "
All rooms with shower and bath
Hote' convenient to 0/1 enlerlainment
Home of RCloseye/, Grill-Guy
Lombordo

For information and reservations write
Anne Hillman, College Representative
HOTEL

R
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OOSEVELT
A HILTON

HOTEL

In the heart of New York City
Madison Avenue and 45th Street
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